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introducing you 

to our world



values withyou
in mind

Our core value is utmost respect for the child – following 
in the footsteps of Maria Montessori, we treat children as 
equals and respect their freedom of choice, their capabi-
lity of doing things for themselves and to learn by them-

selves. Each WoodJoy product is handmade and designed 
not to obstruct the children’s concentration, le�ing them 
learn by playing and use the same things grown-ups do, 

tailored to their needs.

Children have an absorbent mind and are ready to learn 
everything, so WoodJoy products offer the opportunity to 
learn without distraction and they are the building blocks 
of a prepared environment that is crucial to let children 

do things for themselves.

Using smooth, safe, and diverse materials, our products 
promote freedom for children to explore different 

objects, roles, materials, and experiences.



MULTIFUNCTIONAL BIG 
BOX
/2029

Length 145 cm, width 78 cm, 
height 50 cm



morning
routines



CHILD CLOTHING RACK 
TYPE B WITH SHELF
/2037.2



We strongly believe in every child's capability 
for self-education, so an ideal WoodJoy space provides 
the environment, the inspiration, and various methods 
for them to deal with their habitat, learn, develop, and 

grow at their own pace.

MONTESSORI FLOOR BED 
WITH SLATS 
/2070



CHILDREN WASHBASIN 
TYPE A 
/2042.1



MONTESSORI WASHBASIN TYPE A 
WITH SMALL MIRROR 
/2030.1



Self-care is any activity that will help a child 
become independent in taking care of their bodies: 

the Montessori method and WoodJoy products 
teach self-care through learning stations where 

kids brush their hair, bu�on their clothes or wash 
their own hands.

MONTESSORI WASHBASIN 
TYPE A+ WITH MIRROR
/2042.2



CHILD CLOTHING RACK TYPE A 
WITH SHELF 
/2036.2



GOOD TO KNOW

Clothes in a WoodJoy wardrobe are usually limited, 
so just a couple of pairs of shoes, a coat and one to 
three shirts. As your child gains confidence with making 
clothing choices and ge�ing dressed independently, 
you can add more choices.



MULTIFUNCTIONAL SMALL BENCH
/2022

CHOPPING BOARD WITH 
THREE KNIVES
/2060.1



GOOD TO KNOW

Living the Montessori life means 
doing purposeful activities, 
developing motor control, coordina-
tion, independence, concentration, 
and a sense of responsibility. 
WoodJoy products help every step 
of the way.

MONTESSORI SMALL SHELF
/2040



liketastes
home



TOY KITCHEN TYPE A2
/2081.2





Giving a child the opportunity to understand and 
engage in the process of preparing a meal is an 

important Montessori practice. Cooking with real 
food allows a child to understand where food 

comes from, and how to use it.





GOOD TO KNOW

Le�ing children play allows them to develop their grasp strength 
and coordination and ensures that they’ll have the skills they 
need to be successful with any activities in school and beyond.



making
plans for the day



play
play
play
play
play
play
play





On WoodJoy shelves, books are easily accessible and the 
whole cover is visible to engage the children’s imagination, 
so they can naturally gravitate towards their interests and 

promote the love of books and the joy of reading.

MONTESSORI BOOKSHELF 
MIDI
/2046



WOODEN ANIMALS SET 
AFRICA UNPAINTED
/2055

GOOD TO KNOW
Our toys are unpainted, so they are the key to unlock your children’s 
infinite number of ideas, which they can freely express.



DOLL HOUSE BOOKSHELF 
KIKI
/2035





Montessori games are simple and fun activities leading the child 
towards their autonomy! WoodJoy products embrace 

this idea and help develop children's personality as well as their 
sense of perception.



everythingkeep

organized





SHELF
/2029

Length 145 cm, width 78 cm, 
height 50 cm

MONTESSORI SHELF MAXI
/2038



MONTESSORI SHELF MIDI
/2032

MONTESSORI SHELF MINI
/2031



MONTESSORI BOOKSHELF 
MIDI
/2046

MULTIFUNCTIONAL CHAIR
/2009

WOODEN ANIMALS SET 
AFRICA UNPAINTED
/2055



MONTESSORI FLOOR BED 
WITH SLATS 
/2070

MULTIFUNCTIONAL SMALL 
BOX
/2026

MULTIFUNCTIONAL BIG 
BOX 
/2029

FAMILY SMALL DOLL HOUSE 
WITH WOODEN FIGURES
/2056



sometimes things

to be fixed
need





WORK BENCH
/2080



TOY TOOLS BOX
/2059



furniture that

with you
grows and changes



MULTIFUNCTIONAL DESK
/2008

MULTIFUNCTIONAL CHAIR
/2009

Although Woodjoy is steeped in Montessori, what makes Woodjoy 
products stand out of the crowd is that they can adapt and transform 
continuously and even be used by parents too. WoodJoy products go 
against the trend of throwing out and changing every object in our 
household: our furniture grows with children and accommodates 

their needs through a lifetime. 



MULTIFUNCTIONAL CHAIR
/2009



MULTIFUNCTIONAL DESK
/2008



adapting...



...to change!



MULTIFUNCTIONAL SMALL 
BOX
/2026



another

on the wall
box



mix it up... side down!

MULTIFUNCTIONAL DESK 
WITH SHELF
/415-BA





materials
andcolors



PINK/NCS-SO530-R10B

LAVENDER/NCS-S0525-R60B

BEECH BLACK/RAL 9017

MINT/RAL 6027

GREY/RAL 7040

SALMON/RAL 3022

CHEESY/NCS-S0515-G90Y WHITE/RAL 9003

BLUE/NCS-S1040-R80B





Every detail of our products ma�ers: besides designing safe and useful 
furniture, we also use strictly water-based paint that is VOC-free and child 

safe. We never use chipboards or MDF, as these can contain formaldehyde, a 
highly toxic material that can irritate lungs and eyes and the manufacturing 

process of these materials produces immense amounts of dust that is 
extremely harmful to breathing.



Headquarter

Timural Group SRL
Acățari 123
547005, Mureș, România

Interested in details?
Click here to see our technical guide.


